This event will illustrate important data themes through interesting examples and good practices by country governments. Panelists will also share SMART data commitments they have articulated so participants get a sneak preview of N4G data commitments already formulated. The event highlights concrete ways in which nutrition data has been strengthened, and builds on the potential data commitments recommended by the Nutrition Data Partners Group comprised of UN agencies, donors, and organizations and initiatives working to strengthen nutrition data. *Simultaneous interpretation available in English, French and Spanish.*

**AGENDA**

90 MINUTE SESSION  
**Moderator:** Sérgio Cooper Teixeira, Strategic Advisor, Nutrition International

Opening: A call for commitments to invest in stronger nutrition data value chains  
**Presenter:** Kellie Stewart, Chief of the Nutrition and Environmental Health Division in the Bureau for Global Health, USAID

Presentation 1: Developing a national nutrition data strategy and measurement framework in India  
**Presenter:** Presenter to be confirmed, India

**SNAPSHOTS**
- Global Guidance and E-course on National Nutrition Information Systems

Presentation 2: Introducing and Integrating Nutrition in DHIS2 for both developmental and emergencies context.  
**Presenters:**  
- Malawi: Isaac Dambula, Deputy Director of Planning (M&E), Ministry of Health, Malawi  
- Bangladesh: S M Mustafizur Rahman, Line Director, National Nutrition Services, Ministry of Health and Family Welfare, Bangladesh

**SNAPSHOTS**
- Peru’s data collection efforts on financing;  

Presentation 3: « Une plateforme Nationale d’Information pour la Nutrition (NIPN) : un outil d’aide à la décision au Niger »  
**Remarks:** Denisia-Elena Ionete, European Union Ambassador to the Republic of Niger  
**Presenter:** Saadou Bakoye, Secretary General, Ministry of Planning, Republic of Niger

**SNAPSHOTS**
- Guatemala’s efforts to decentralize nutrition data use across municipalities;  
- Nigeria’s efforts to develop a Nutrition Scorecard;  
- Indonesia’s National integrated M&E Platform for Stunting Reduction

**Q & A**

Panel: 2021 N4G Data Commitments  
**Presenters:**  
- Uganda: Namukose Samalie, Assistant Commissioner and Head of Nutrition Division of Ministry of Health  
- Paul Mbaka, Assistant Commissioner, Department of Health Information, Ministry of Health  
- Yemen: Presenter to be confirmed  
- USAID: Erin Milner, Senior Nutrition Monitoring, Evaluation, and Learning Advisor, USAID

**Closing Remarks**

Patricia N’goran Theckly, Conseiller à la Présidence de la République, Point Focal SUN Côte d’Ivoire, Membre de l’ExCom, Representant les pays francophones SUN  
Satoshi Ezoe, Director, Global Health Policy Division, International Cooperation Bureau, Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Japan